
For Computex, Relationships  
are the Cornerstone of Success
Houston-based Computex Technology Solutions leverages its relationship with Intel to help 
build excellence in engineering talent to better serve its customer base. Partnering with Intel is 
about building trust and fostering better relationships, not just with Intel, but with customers too. 
As an Intel Technology Provider, Computex heightens its ability to help its customers succeed, 
which helps their businesses grow. Its investment in elevating the level of participation in Intel 
Technology Provider has paid off and helped the company earn a place in the top 150 solution 
providers in North America.

Intel Technology Provider offers a path for companies like Computex to acquire greater knowledge 
and obtain the tools needed to become more valuable resources for their customers. Intel 
Technology Provider is built on the principles of technology innovation, vertical opportunity and 
business enablement. And, like any strong partnership, the more a partner puts into it, the more 
they get back. The benefits increase as a member evolves from Registered Partner to Gold Partner, 
and from Gold Partner to Platinum Partner. It’s at this Platinum level where Computex sees the 
greatest returns. 

Business Strategy and Technology Innovation Lead the Discussion

Computex maintains a competitive edge with an engineering-led approach. While others lead with 
products and brands, Computex leads with a discussion of strategy and a technology road map 
that shows customers the evolution of data-center architectures. “With access to Intel’s long-term 
technology road map, we have our conversations above the fray of brand and vendor,” says Worth 
Davis, a 20-year technology veteran and CTO at Computex. “First, we advise customers based on 
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where technology and platforms are headed, and only 
then do we help them make the brand decisions that 
best suit their business objectives.” Davis attributes this 
advantage directly to their Intel relationship.

“We have customers managing server farms as large 
as 25,000 units, processing complex workloads in both 
geophysical and financial modeling,” Davis says. “In order 
to optimize and architect solutions for those customers, 
we have to understand the architecture at the core of 
their systems.” Computex engineers spend time with their 
Intel counterparts to bring knowledge to customers they 
can’t get from typical solution providers. “This intimate 
understanding of data-center-class architecture allows 
us to become valuable team members to our customers,” 
says Davis. “These relationships transcend the buyer and 
seller, and we become true partners to our customers. 
Our investment in the Intel partnership is a key reason we 
can provide this level of value to customers.”    

Advantages of Platinum Level Membership

The strong relationships Intel builds with its partners 
transcends the Intel architecture itself and extends to all 
areas where Intel can impact a partner’s business. At Gold 
and Platinum levels, greater access to resources, support 
and training gives members an advantage. 

For instance, as one of the largest users of VMware in the 
world, Intel is able to offer its partners unique insight into 

the scalability of virtual environments. “We’ve actually 
brought Intel to the table to meet with our customers and 
discuss their experience as a large-scale VMware user,” says 
Davis. “This user-to-user conversation is unique, especially 
for our customers running large VMware installations. No 
other partner can offer this specialized knowledge of the 
interplay between system and software like Intel can.”  

The benefits of Intel Technology Provider go far 
beyond technology. Intel’s high-touch support model 
for Platinum members, including a dedicated account 
representative, mirrors the Computex approach to its own 
customers. “Since the beginning, we made the decision to 
invest in the Platinum-level partnership with Intel and sent 
several engineers through training to attain this status,” 
according to Davis. “Having Platinum status was consistent 
with the synergies we wanted to develop with our other 
vendors, Intel, and our own engineering team.” 

Through Intel Technology Provider, Computex gains access 
to marketing and sales resources that help it succeed 
across all its business lines, not just those with Intel at their 
core. “Based on our partnership level, we have access to 
a third-party consulting firm who helps us fine-tune our 
presence on the Internet and improve our website,” says 
Davis. “We have very few partners like Intel who look at 
our business holistically and help us succeed, regardless 
of whether there is a direct line of sight to their business.  
This gives us a high degree of confidence that Intel is in it 
for the long haul with us.”

About Intel Technology Provider
Partners enjoy many benefits across three tiers of program membership [Registered, Gold and 
Platinum]. At Gold and Platinum levels, the benefits and incentives escalate, including the ability 
to both earn points on Intel product purchases and also redeem them for a variety of business-
building rewards. Members at the highest levels enjoy access to sales and marketing tools, online 
training, face-to-face training and exclusive access to premium partner materials. 

In addition, at Gold and Platinum levels, benefits become customized to the partner’s unique 
business and goals, including access to specialty benefits aligned to the vertical industries 
they serve. Upon attaining Platinum-level status, members are assigned a dedicated account 
manager who helps drive sales and solutions and keeps partners ahead of industry trends. 

Learn more about Intel Technology Provider at http://techpartner.intel.com/bcf. 
Create more opportunity for your business and your customers.  Elevate your success and Intel Technology 
Provider status today.
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